Collaborative web-based applications support users when creating and sharing information. Wikis are prominent examples for that kind of applications. Wikis, like e.g. Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2007) , attract loads of users that modify its content. Normally, wikis do not employ any mechanisms to avoid parallel modification of the same page. As result, conflicting changes can occur. Most wikis record all versions of a page to allow users to review recent changes. However, just recording all versions does not guarantee that conflicting modifications are reflected in the most recent version of a page. In this paper, we identify the requirements for efficiently dealing with conflicting modifications and present a web-based tool which allows to compare and merge different versions of a wiki page.
INTRODUCTION
Web-based applications become more and more important and are used in different kinds of institutions and organizations. An important category of web-based applications is represented by web-based collaborative systems.
Examples are Google Docs (http://docs.google.com), Yahoo Groups (http://groups.yahoo.com), YouTube (http://www.youtube.com), Google Earth (http://earth.google.com) or Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org).
At Google Earth, users, e.g., tag the map of the earth with points of interest or photography that is shared among all users. Through the efforts of the user community, the map becomes a reflection of what the inhabitants of the different places on the map consider as relevant. The same is true for YouTube. By allowing users to tag videos, define categories for videos, comment videos, YouTube becomes a place for exchanging thoughts rather than just consuming.
Yahoo groups support users in creating places for discussion and exchanging ideas and content. The exchange of files is one of the core ideas of Google Docs where users can interact synchronously on a shared document using just their web browser as client infrastructure.
Wikipedia is a web-based encyclopedia that is collaboratively written by many of its readers. For that purpose, Wikipedia uses a wiki that records all changes to the articles and allows to review the history of an article. Since their introduction by Ward Cunningham in March 1994 (Leuf and Cunningham, 2001 ), wikis achieved sustained success. Wikis are applied in many application domains and many wiki engines have been developed since then (Wiki Choicetree, 2007) . Part of the Wiki success is based on their total freedom, ease of access and lack of structure (Rick et al., 2002) . Wikis serve as a means for quickly expressing ideas and share information. The easy way to link pages (e.g., by simple framing with characters or by using CamelCase page names) allows the user to create a hypertext on-the-fly.
All of the above examples share an important characteristic: They activate users to create and share information instead of only consuming information created by professional site owners. In most of these examples, users are able to create information concurrently. This may lead to conflicting modifications of the same information. To overcome these issues, most wiki engines keep a history of all page versions and allow users to review recent changes by providing a summary. However, when several users edit the same version of a page at the same time, a conflict is reported and it is up to the user to manually include their modifications in the most recent version. Without tool support, this can be tedious and users often omit the merge process. As result not all modifica-tions find their way in the most current version of a wiki page.
In this paper, we describe how we addressed the above issues by extending the standard versioning concept and developing a web-based tool for comparing and merging different wiki pages. For testing and evaluating our approach, we extended the CURE wiki engine (Haake et al., 2004b) . However, our concepts can easily be transferred to other wiki engines. In the following, we first analyze the requirements for a extended versioning concept and a web-based tool that allows to compare and merge different pages. Then, we describe the essential concepts and features of the CURE system, before we present our approach. Finally, we compare our results with the current state of the art, report on first experiences, and conclude our paper with an outlook on future work directions.
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
In this section, we will determine the requirements for versioning wiki pages and a tool that allows to compare and merge different versions. For that purpose, we will describe a typical use case in which students have to collaboratively write a paper about Rembrandt using a wiki engine that keeps track of different page versions.
Anja has to write a paper about Rembrandt. The teacher Mr. Miller has already created a wiki page which all students can access. He also has prepared the structure of the paper as scaffolding in a first version V1. Anja starts writing the text in the afternoon and saves her version V2. While reading the text she detects a mistake and starts editing the page. When she has finished her changes, she forgets to save the page and leaves the edit view opened.
Next day, Anja is not in school. Mr. Miller asks Beate and Carla to help Anja with the paper. Beate and Carla divide the work. While Beate checks and corrects the part about Rembrandt's life, Carla extends the part about Rembrandt's work. During writing, Beate notices that she also can add content to the other parts of the paper and extends them. When she finishes, she saves the page as version V3.
Carla also knows much about Rembrandt and extends first parts of the paper starting from version V2. When she saves her work, the wiki reports a conflict as Beate has already modified the version V2 and created a new version V3. Because she has a date, she ignores the message and leaves her computer. Now, Anja as well as Carla have modified version V2 and none of them has integrated the changes in the most recent version version V3. When their computer or just their web browser would crash now, their changes would get lost. Especially when schedules are tight, loosing intermediate results can make it difficult to meet deadlines. Therefore, the linear versioning concept of wiki engines has to be extended and the following requirement has to be met: R1: Store all page versions in a version tree and make users aware of parallel versions.
When keeping track of all versions, no intermediate results will get lost and the history of a page is completely available. However, when working with text documents merging is time-consuming and difficult. There exist different approaches. Users could copy and paste the differences between different versions. Another approach could be to use an external merge tool. In our opinion, users should not have to switch their work context. Instead users should be able to resolve conflicts in the same application in which the conflicts were created. This leads to the following requirement:
R2: Offer a web-based tool and user interface for comparing and merging different versions of a wiki page.
If there are a lot of differences between two page versions, maintaining the readability of the compared versions becomes difficult. But for merging different versions, readability and thus a semantic understanding is crucial. The readability can be improved when users can decide to suppress differences which are rather unimportant for a semantic understanding, e.g. added empty lines or added white spaces. Therefore, the following requirement has to be fulfilled.
R3
: Allow users to define options for the comparison.
When merging different text versions, one often notices typos or comparable small mistakes which require correction. To make such small corrections, it is necessary that the merged version can be edited onthe-fly. Otherwise, the merged version would have to be stored first and changed afterwards which would slow down the merge process. This leads to the following requirement:
R4: Allow users to edit the text of a page while merging two pages.
Continuing in our scenario, Anja continues working on the paper about Rembrandt. Since she was not in school, she does not know that Mr. Miller has involved Beate and Carla in the writing process and Anja saves her changes to version V2. Considering R1, Fig. 4 R5: Support users to solve multiple conflicts by serializing multiple conflicts.
CURE IN A NUTSHELL
In this section, we introduce the web-based collaborative system CURE (Haake et al., 2003) . CURE is used for collaborative work and learning. Typical collaborative learning scenarios are collaborative exercises, tutor-guided groups with collaborative exercises, collaborative exam preparation (Lukosch and Schümmer, 2006) , virtual seminars, and virtual labs . When considering collaborative work typical use cases include group formation, group communication, document sharing, collaborative writing, collaborative task management etc.
From a technical perspective, CURE was built by composing patterns for computer-mediated interaction. For space reasons, we will not go into details of the implementation here, but instead reference to the patterns 1 that were used to create the system and show how they appear in the functional context of user interaction.
1 Pattern names are set in SMALL CAPS and can be found in (Schümmer and Lukosch, 2007a) if no other reference is provided.
Users can structure their interaction in GROUPS that inhabit virtual ROOMS. Room metaphors (Greenberg and Roseman, 2003; Pfister et al., 1998) have been widely used to structure collaboration. Figure  2 shows the abstractions that are offered by CURE. Users enter the web-based collaborative environment via an entry room that is called Hall. Rooms can contain further subrooms, content in the form of so called pages, communication channels (e.g. an EMBEDDED CHAT or a FORUM) and users. When users enter a room, they can participate in collaborative activities and access the room's communication channels. They can also view the pages that are contained in the room. Users possessing suitable access rights, which are represented as virtual KEYS (Schümmer and Fernandéz, 2006) , can freely edit the content of pages (Haake et al., 2004a) , with the changes being visible to all members in the room after uploading. Earlier versions of a page remain accessible to allow tracing of recent changes. Pages may either be directly edited using a simple Wiki-like syntax (Leuf and Cunningham, 2001 ), or they may contain binary documents, e.g. JPEG images, Microsoft Word documents etc. In particular, the syntax supports links to other pages, other rooms, external URLs or mail addresses. The server stores all artifacts to support collaborative access. Thus, when users leave the room, the content stays available, allowing them to come back later and continue their work on the room's pages. Figure 3 shows a typical room in CURE. The numbers in the figure refer to details explained in the following paragraphs. A room contains documents (x, cf. CENTRALIZED OBJECTS) that can be edited by those users, who have sufficient edit rights y. CURE stores all versions of a page as IMMUTABLE VERSIONS. Users can browse different versions z to understand their colleagues' changes (cf. TIME-LINE). Communication is supported by two roombased communication channels, i.e. a FORUM { and an EMBEDDED CHAT |. Users can use the room- based e-mail to send a mail to the room. Users of the room that have sufficient communication rights will receive this message like being a member of a MAIL-ING LIST (Schümmer and Lukosch, 2007b) .
By providing a plenary room, sharing and communication in a whole class or organization can be supported. By creating new rooms for sub-groups and connecting those to the classes' or organization's room, work and collaboration can be flexibly structured. Starting from the plenary room users can NAV-IGATE (Schümmer and Fernandéz, 2006) to the connected sub-rooms }.
For user coordination, CURE supports various types of awareness information:
1. Users can see in the room's properties who else has access to this room~.
2. Users can see in a USER LIST who else is currently in the same room.
3. If the EMBEDDED CHAT | is enabled in the room, users can directly start chatting to each other.
4. Users can trace who has previously edited the current page (cf. ACTIVE NEIGHBORS).
5. PERIODIC REPORTS automatically posted to all users of a room include all changes made since the last report was sent.
APPROACH
The following sections will give a detailed description of our approach to address the identified requirements (R1 -R5). To show the feasibility of our approach, we extended the web-based collaborative system CURE that so far does not fulfill any of the identified requirements.
Version Tree (R1)
To keep a history of all changes, even when users changed the same page version in parallel, we extended the versioning concept in CURE by implementing the pattern IMMUTABLE VERSIONS (Schümmer and Lukosch, 2007a) . In this pattern, versions are immutable as they cannot be changed afterwards. Each modification of a page is stored as new version in a version tree even when two users mod-ified the same page version concurrently. This approach is also used to handle conflicting modifications that result from nomadic interaction with the CURE system Lukosch, 2008) . Apart from creating a new parallel page version, CURE also creates a so-called merge-page which references the parallel versions. After extending the version tree, CURE asks the users to resolve the conflict on the merge-page. CURE thereby prevents users from overwriting changes other users have performed. Fig. 4 shows how the version tree of our scenario is extended with the merge-pages which make users aware of conflicting changes. 
Web-based Comparison and Merge
Tool (R2)
Selecting Different Page Versions
For comparing and merging, users first have to select two different page versions. We integrated a button, which allows users to directly compare the currently viewed version of a page with its direct predecessor. Apart from that direct access, users can also freely select two different page versions from the version tree of a page in CURE. Fig. 5 shows how CURE displays the version tree. Users can select two pages for comparison x or merging y by selecting the corresponding radio buttons z.
Since the user must select exactly two versions, two groups of radio buttons were integrated in the page showing version tree (see Fig. 5 ). In each group, only one version can be selected. All existing versions of a page are available in each group. The selection takes place on the client side in the browser. The number of available radio buttons in each group are adapted to the reasonable ones, once users make their choice. This ensures that users can only select two different versions for comparison or merging.
Additionally, users can alter their selection and can compare or merge different versions, while using the comparison and merging tool. This is possible by using drop-down menus on top the comparison or merging tool (see Version selection area in Fig. 6 , 7, and 8).
Comparing Different Page Versions
For the comparison of two pages, we use a standard comparison algorithm (Myers, 1986) . This algorithm first identifies the different lines and then the differences in the different lines. The output of the algorithm is an edit script, i.e. a list of delete and insert operations, which is used to mark the differences. The differences are presented on the comparison page which is divided into the three areas version selection, side-by-side view, and toolbar (see Fig. 6 ).
The version selection area provides two possibilities to choose the versions for comparison. Either the user can skip to the previous/next version of the page by using buttons or by selecting a dedicated version out of a list. This list offers only reasonable versions, i.e. those which are older or newer than the displayed versions.
The side-by-side view area shows both versions in two columns beside each other (Yang, 1991) . Similar lines are shown at the same height in order to compare them easily. The differences between two page versions are marked by using different font and color attributes. In addition to the different layout, differences are indicated by suitable symbols (+, -, ≡) in an additional column per version. This approach is also used in Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2007) .
The toolbar area offers two buttons for either invoking the merge page or canceling the comparison which means to invoke the version selection page. Additionally, users can choose between three different options which influence the comparison (see Section 4.3).
DEALING WITH CONFLICTING MODIFICATIONS IN A WIKI

Merging Different Page Versions
Apart from the comparison tool, we integrated two different possibilities to merge different page versions in CURE. The first possibility uses the side-by-side view (see Fig. 7 ). The side-by-side view is preferred by, e.g., programmers when comparing source code (DiffDoc, 2007) . The second possibility uses only the merge view and adds a result view (see Fig. 8 ). Thereby, it offers a more integrated view of the different versions. Experiences have shown that the merge view is preferred for the comparison of literary texts. Since the type of presentation depends on the text type which is compared as well as on the user's personal preferences, we implemented both possibilities.
Both user interface variants support the user while merging. The vertical scrollbars of the side-by-side and merge view in Fig. 7 as well as the merge and result view in Fig. 8 are synchronized. Thereby, users can always see the corresponding parts of the compared and merged versions. In the following, we will describe the merge view, result view, and the toolbar in more detail.
The merge view presents both versions in a single integrated view. In contrast to the side-by-side view, identical text-parts are presented only once.
For each difference, users have to decide in the merge view which text should be transferred into the merged version. An automated decision is not possible, because the two versions are not necessarily based on the same version. The differences which have to be solved manually are called conflicts. There are two different types of conflicts:
• Unary conflict: Text-parts that appear only in one of the two versions, i.e. difference in one text e.g. inserted or deleted words or lines.
• Binary conflict: Text-parts that exist in both versions at the same position, i.e. concurrent difference at the same position in the text.
In case of a unary conflict, users have to decide whether this text-part should be transferred into the merged version or not. Binary conflicts are positioned directly one after the other. Users have to decide, which of the two possible text-parts should be transferred. It is not possible to transfer both text-parts.
Users can resolve such conflicts by directly clicking on the conflict. With each click on a conflict, the conflict changes its state. A conflict can be in three different states:
1. Initial: Status at the beginning of merge process.
Active:
Text is part of the merged version.
Inactive: Text is not part of the merged version.
When the conflict state changes, the layout of the conflict is also changed. Table 1 shows the layout of the different conflict states. When all conflicts are solved, i.e. all conflicts have the status active or inactive, the merge process is finished and users can save the merged page as new version.
The result view (see Fig. 8 ) shows users a preview of the merged page. In the beginning of the merge process, only the identical text-parts are shown. With each solved conflict in the merge view the conflict free text-part is added to the result view as well. The textparts are marked with the same background-color as in the merge view such that users can recognize the originating version.
For awareness purposes, the toolbar area offers information about the number of solved and unsolved conflicts. Again, users can define the options for comparing to page versions (see Section 4.3). Additionally, the toolbar offers a variety of functions to support users when merging two pages (see Fig. 7 from left to right):
• Transfer remaining differences from the right version: Often, users want to accept most of the conflicts from one page version. This function allows to accept all not yet decided conflicts from one version.
• Transfer remaining differences from the left version: The same function as the previous one, just vice versa.
• Accept all active and decided conflicts: All active conflicts are accepted and displayed as identical text-parts.
• Cancel all modifications: All modifications are reset and the the user can start the merging process again.
• Preview the merged page: This function allows the user to preview the merge page.
• Back to the merge view: All unsolved and all crossed out text-parts are displayed again.
• Save the intermediate merge result: Users can save the intermediate result of their merge process. This function does not result in a new page version.
• Load the last intermediate merge result: Users can load the last intermediate result.
• Save merged page: When all conflicts are resolved, the save button is enabled and users can save the merged page as new version.
• Return to the version selection: By using this function, users can return to the page that shows the version tree of a page (see Fig. 5 ). 
Comparison and Merge Options (R3)
Users can choose between three different options which influence the comparison or the merge process (see, e.g., lower right corner of Fig. 6 ):
• Ignore empty lines.
• Ignore whitespaces.
• Ignore block-format.
Empty lines between text-sections and whitespaces are not relevant for the content of a text. With the options ignore empty lines and ignore whitespaces users can change the treatment of empty lines and whitespaces as differences. When only textual differences are important, these options help to improve the clearness of a comparison. Block-formats are formatting instructions in the wiki syntax which mark beginning and end of a character string, e.g. in CURE˜˜text˜˜is rendered as italic. When users choose to ignore block-formats, only the formatting instructions are presented as differences and not the formatted text.
Editing Merged Text (R4)
When merging two pages, users often notice textparts or words which they would like to correct immediately, e.g. typos, punctuation marks etc. For that purpose, we integrated an editor which allows users to choose the text they want to edit by simply clicking on it. Once the text is chosen, a small edit window appears and allows the users to make spontaneous corrections (see merge view in Fig. 7) .
To encourage users to integrate the modifications of other users, only text parts without conflicts can be edited. Thus, users first have to resolve the conflicts before editing can take place. Once all conflicts are resolved, it is possible to edit the entire text. But this is not reasonable. In case of larger modifications, users should save the merged version first and edit the resulting new version afterwards.
Solving Multiple Conflicts (R5)
When multiple users edit a version of a page simultaneously, conflicting pages version result. By fulfilling R1, no page version gets lost. However, this also results in more than two parallel versions. In case of our example (cf. Section 2), Anja, Beate, and Carla edit the same page which results in three parallel versions. When Carla saves the modified page, CURE now detects the conflict and shows the comparing and merging tool as shown in Fig. 7 . However, when Anja saves her page version, three different versions have to be merged.
Adding an additional column in the side-by-side view (Fig. 7) or integrating another text in the merge view (Fig. 8) is not feasible, as it would be difficult for users to keep an overview. This becomes even more obvious, when considering 4, 5, 6 or even more parallel versions.
In order to simplify the merge process of three or even more pages, we split up the merge process in serially merging two versions. To support the user in serializing the multiple conflicts, CURE shows the merging hierarchy in form of a table (see Fig. 9 ). The user can start the merging process by clicking on the "merge" button and merge the two corresponding page versions. If further versions need to be merged, an updated merging hierarchy is shown again after the user has merged the selected pages. Thereby, the conflicting versions are serially merged and the modifications of all users are taken into account.
RELATED WORK
There are several available comparing-and merging tools that run on different platforms and are suitable for different file types like text files, binary files and HTML or XML files. A large part of these tools is based on the GNU diffutils (Diffutils -GNU Project, 2007) and offers a graphical user interface. Some of these tools also support editing and merging of files. In this section, we will analyze some of these tools concerning their functionality. The following list contains some of those tools in alphabetic order: CharDiff (CharDiff, 2007) , DiffDoc (DiffDoc, 2007) , DiffDog (DiffDog, 2007) , CSDiff (CSDiff, 2007) , ExamDiff Pro (ExamDiff Pro, 2007) , Guiffy (Guiffy, 2007) , KDiff3 (KDiff, 2007) , Meld (Meld, 2007) , RCS (Tichy, 1985) , TkDiff (TkDiff, 2007) , Unix diff (Hunt and McIlroy, 1976) , Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2007), and WinMerge (WinMerge, 2007) .
Most of these tools work line-based. They try to find common lines and lines that have been inserted or deleted by searching the longest common subsequence between the texts. From the sighted tools Wikipedia, CharDiff, DiffDoc, WinMerge and Guiffy are analyzed in depth, since they have exemplary character for the different types of comparing and merging tools.
Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2007 ) is a wiki that allows visitors to add, remove, edit and change content, typically without the need for registration. If a wiki page is changed, the whole page is stored as new version. In case of a conflict, the new version is not stored and users have to integrate their changes in the most recent version. Otherwise, their changes are lost (violating R1). Within Wikipedia users can compare two versions of a page. The changes between two revisions of a page are displayed side-by-side.
However, Wikipedia does not support merging of two different versions (violating R2).
CharDiff 1.2a (CharDiff, 2007 ) is a shareware program that detects and presents differences with character precision and overlays files for an integrated display. CharDiff uses standard web browsers for the presentation of the differences. After selecting two files for comparison, the result of the comparison immediately is shown in a single integrated view in the web browser. If the mouse is positioned on the difference, the difference waggles in the integrated view. This effect draws the user's attention to the selected difference. A support to merge two files does not exist (violating R2).. Diff Doc 3.50 (DiffDoc, 2007 ) is a commercial tool for comparing files, e.g. PDF, Word, Excel, RTF, text or HTML files. The two compared files are represented in a side-by-side view in the upper part of the user interface in which users can also edit the viewed files. The two compared files can be loaded by opening existing files, by copy and paste of text parts, or by creating new text. In the lower area of the user interface, the differences are either presented in a side-by-side-view or in an integrated view. For the comparison, three options are available: ignore upper and lower case, ignore white spaces, and ignore empty lines. Again, merging is not supported (violating R2) .
WinMerge 2. 6 (WinMerge, 2007) is an open source tool for comparing and merging of text files. The two compared texts are shown in a side-by-side view, where identical lines are ordered on the same height and differences within the lines are marked in another color. However, WinMerge does not support to resolve multiple conflicts (violating R5).
Guiffy 7.4 (Guiffy, 2007 ) is a Java shareware program for comparing and merging of files. Thus, it can be used with different operating systems. Guiffy supports 3-way merging with its SureMerge function and offers an intuitive user interface. But Guiffy is not a web-based tool and does not offer support for solving multiple conflicts (R5). Guiffy 7.4
Requirement is fulfilled • Requirement is partially fulfilled -: Requirement is not fulfilled Table 2 shows the results of our analysis in accordance with our requirements (R1 -R5). To summarize, none of the above tools fulfills all of the requirements. Especially, none supports version trees or offers web-based merging support.
FIRST EXPERIENCES
We split up the evaluation of our support for comparing and merging different wiki page versions in three phases. In the first phase, we have conducted functional tests. These functional tests concentrated on validating the comparing and merging possibilities and checking if our requirements are met. These tests showed that all identified requirements R1 -R5 are fulfilled.
In a second phase, we setup a test environment in our group and let several groups test the system. Feedback from these users with different background, i.e. expert as well as lay users from different departments at our university, indicates that our tools for comparing and merging different wiki pages improve the usability of the system and are highly intuitive for dealing with conflicting modifications in wikis. Furthermore, users have reported that the tools significantly simplify to review recent changes and to resolve conflicts. CURE is regularly used by our group to conduct seminars as well as lab courses with a blended CSCL approach . In the final evaluation phase, we plan to use CURE together with our tools for comparing and merging in seminars and lab courses which follow the same blended CSCL approach. Based on the gathered interaction data, we plan to evaluate how the tools affect the interaction among the users.
CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, web-based applications become more and more important. Especially, collaborative web-based applications activate users to create and share information instead of only consuming it. However, when collaboratively accessing and modifying shared information, parallel modifications can take place. Most wikis record all versions of a page to allow users to review recent changes, but also to ensure that no modifications get lost.
In this paper, we identified five requirements for supporting users when working with different versions in a wiki. We showed how to fulfill these requirements by extending the linear version concept of wikis and integrating a web-based tool for comparing and merging wiki pages in CURE. The overall concepts, like the version tree, the side-by-side view, the result view, the different layouts for highlighting conflicts and differences, and the process for solving multiple conflicts, can easily be transferred to other wiki engines as well.
Up to now, there is no wiki that supports parallel versions and offers a tool for comparing and merging different wiki pages. Thus, our approach which has been integrated in CURE presents a significant step forward. In future, we want to further evaluate the effects of the comparing and merging tools on the usage of CURE. Additionally, we want investigate in how far the merging process can be even more supported by offering more user-defined options for the comparison, by considering the structure of the text, or by enabling automatic merging.
